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Abstract. In this paper, we present a method for reconstructing virtual 3D hair from a 2D human picture.  
The proposed method only needs the user to provide a 2D positive picture as the reference texture. A canny 
operator combined with region hair color is used to detect the edge of the hair picture. The three ellipsoidal 
head modal axis parameters are then calculated from the edge contour. A multi-triangle mesh is constructed 
by adding point sets on the edge and interior. After that the Cartesian-triangular coordinate transform is used 
and the corresponding depth of each texture pixel is given to obtain the initial 3D hair shape. In order to 
simulate a multi-level real hair strip effect we use a label map to simulate hair strip growth from the edge of 
the given 2D positive picture. A B-Spline function is then applied to refine the preliminary hair strips. Finally 
3D hair with the texture features of the given picture is modeled. The experimental results show that this 
method can be used to model 3D hair strips from a 2D picture with very few manual operations, presenting 
good stereo vision effect. 

Keywords: virtual 3D hair, 2D positive picture, Canny operator, edge contour, Cartesian-triangular 
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1   Introduction 

With the rapid development of computer progress in hardware and algorithms, virtual character modeling has 
become an intense research direction, playing more important roles in game, film, and animation development 
[1]. In three-dimensional computer animation, creating vivid realistic characters involves texture mapping, 
attitude description, ray tracing, motion analysis building models and many other aspects [2]. Hair is the most 
important decoration in addition to the facial features on the human head, which reflects the personality 
characteristics of the human model [3]. Different hair styles on the same characters can produce different vision 
effects, which can help to improve 3D animation viewing. 

Human virtual hair developed using computer simulation has always been very challenging work because real 
hair strips present complex geometric structures composed of hundreds of thousands of single hairs. Each single 
hair can be viewed as a curve in three-dimensional space. The diameter of a single hair strip is usually between 
0.05mm and 0.2mm, less than the common monitor pixel size, making it difficult to accurately display. 
Completely simulating all hair strips requires describing each single hair curve, which would produce a large 
amount of data, requiring numerous complex manual operations. Therefore, a simple intuitive method for 
modeling 3D virtual hair with real sense of vision effect at low manual operation is needed.  

The current 3D virtual hair modeling methods are very rich. The most widely used 3D modeling software 
programs, such as Maya, 3DsMax and Poser etc. can produce realistic 3D hair. However these software 
programs are expensive and require large numbers of manual operations. The 3D hair model has a complex data 
structure requiring the modeling personnel to invest a long time in mastering the 3D modeling techniques. In 
addition, the current 3D virtual hair modeling approach emphasizes artistic sense and the modeling process is 
similar to painting on a canvas by manually defining the shape, color and direction of the key hair strip to obtain 
the final virtual hair. 

This paper presents a virtual 3D hair reconstruction method directly from a 2D human picture. The proposed 
method only needs the user to provide a 2D positive picture as the reference texture. A canny operator combined 
with region hair color is applied to detect the 2D hair image edge. The three ellipsoidal head modal axis 
parameters are calculated from the edge contour. A multi triangle mesh is constructed by adding point sets to the 
edge and interior. After that the triangular coordinate system transform is used and the corresponding depth of 
each texture pixel is given to obtain the initial 3D hair shape. In order to simulate a multi-level real hair strip 
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effect, we use a label map algorithm to simulate hair strip growth from the edge of the given 2D positive picture. 
The B-Spline function is then applied to refining the preliminary hair strips. The 3D hair with texture features 
from the given human picture is finally modeled and viewed from any observation angle. 

2   Related Research 

In modeling virtual 3D hairs, due to the complexity of real hair, the geometric and physical characteristics [4] 
should be fully considered. Both domestic and overseas researchers have made fruitful research into virtual 3D 
hair modeling.  

Li [5] presented methods for generating photo-realistic 3D human head models from a geometric model and 
recovered the 3D positions of hair contour points extracted from multiple view color images. The growth root, 
direction and length of every hair were then grown until the entire scalp is covered. A Coons-patch is finally 
constructed to approximate the hair surface from four closed 3D contour curves. Feng [6] obtained the hair 
cluster section by generating a closed B-spline curve and then adjusting the key hairs and the cluster section 
using the local B-spline properties. Huan [7] adopted the Delaunay algorithm for triangle meshes on the scalp 
surface and extended the curve outward from each sub triangle center to simulate hair growth using manual 
operations. A simple cloning was finally performed in each sub triangle to cover the scalp with hair by increasing 
the hair density. Chai [8] presented a hair modeling method using surface grid control to express the basic hair 
appearance using additional shape grids. The hair trajectory is then generated out of the grids to obtain the hair-
style for the fitting shape. 

Luo [9] proposed a multi-view hair reconstruction algorithm based on orientation fields with structure-aware 
aggregation. The structure aware aggression to the MRF matching energy was applied in their paper to enforce 
the structural continuities implied from the local hair orientations. Multiple depth maps from the MRF 
optimization were then fused into globally consistent hair geometry with a template refinement procedure. Li [10] 
proposed a level-of detail model to improve hair rendering efficiency. The model considered simplification on 
both strand density and strand curve control points, which are commonly used uniquely by traditional solutions. 
The hair strands can be merged into hair wisp models through K-D tree searching for the nearest control points. 
Takeyuki [11] described a new hair representation technique for drawing 3D CG characters. Hair models were 
represented using skeleton-based implicit surfaces, which allowed representing the union and division of hair 
wisps using a blobby model. The skeleton was interpolated using a spline function and then an implicit hair 
shape surface was generated by the skeleton. Finally, non-photo realistic rendering was applied to generate the 
resulting image as output. Li [12] introduced an approach to capture real-life hair using Kinect sensor and digital 
single-lens reflex (DSLR) cameras to reconstruct 3D hair models using the particle system, which collected four 
views of point clouds and high resolution images for real-life hair. 

3   Hair Edge Detection 

The texture of the front side of the 3D hair is derived completely from the photos and the hair image is required 
to carry out the edge detection to dig out the whole 2D hair picture. We used the Canny operator for edge 
detection. The main steps are as follows: 

1). For each pixel in the image ( ),I x y , using he finite difference of the first order partial derivative to 

calculate the horizontal directional derivative ( ),xG x y and the vertical directional derivative ( ),yG x y . After 

that, the gradient magnitude 2 2
x yf G G∇ = +  is calculated by applying the directional derivative; 

2). Non maximum suppression is carried out for each pixel of the edge of the 2D hair. In the neighborhood of 

3 3× , if ( )( ) ( )( ), ,x yABS G x y ABS G x y≥ , which means the direction of derivative is tending to 

component x . Otherwise, if ( )( ) ( )( ), ,x yABS G x y ABS G x y< , which means the derivative direction 

tends toward component y ; 

3). According to the second step, the ( ),xG x y and ( ),yG x y component proportion is interpolated. If the 

gradient magnitude of the current pixel is bigger than the gradient magnitude of the adjacent two pixels along the 
gradient direction, it is considered that the current pixel may be the edge point, and the gray value is marked as 
128. Otherwise, the pixel is not the edge point and the gray value is marked as 0; 

4). After the third step the 2D hair image is processed using a double threshold value. The aim is to eliminate 
the false edges and connect the discontinuous edges. The high threshold value and low value threshold are used 
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to calculate the dual threshold coefficient of the image histogram. The high threshold value and the non-
maximum suppression of the pixels are compared, marked as the possible edge points. For all edge points the 
point that is bigger than the low threshold value is iteratively searched in the 8 neighborhood. 

The key point in making a 2D hair image into 3D virtual hair lies in assigning the depth value to the pixel, so 
the 3D model of the head has to be estimated. This paper adopts an ellipsoid to simulate the support head-form. 
Ordinary hairstyles can be regarded as an extension of the head scalp shape, which is close to the scalp. 
According to the 2D hair image edge detection results the three axis parameters of the 3D head-form ellipsoid is 
simulated. All points of the 2D hair image edge are traversed, the three coordinate points of the most left, the 

most right and the most top are calculated, respectively, marked as ( ),x yA A A , ( ),x yB B B , ( ),x yC C C , 

and the central coordinates of the ellipsoid can be calculated as ( ), ,x y zO O O O , where 
2

x x
x

A B
O

+= , 

2

2
y y y

y

C A B
O

− −
= , 0zO = . Assuming that the length of three ellipsoid axes are marked as xR , yR , 

zR , where 
2

x x
x

B A
R

−= , y y yR C O= − , z xR R= . 

After the above four steps we can obtain the edge image of the whole 2D human head picture. However, this 
edge image contains the 2D hair edge and also the face and facial features edges. Further processing is therefore 
needed to filter them. The processing methods are shown as follows: 

1). Marking the positions of the two eyes by manual, marked as ( ),x yP P P  and ( ),x yQ Q Q , setting the 

radius around the eyes as r , then eliminating the edge points within the radius r ; 

2). Selecting three points within the edge image, which are the right side of the left-most point ( ),x yA A A  , 

the left side of the rightest point ( ),x yB B B  and the below side of the top point ( ),x yC C C , then the 

average RGB  value of these tree points are calculated, marked as the hair color ( )1 1 1, ,clrHair R G B ; 

3). Traversing the edge image, for each point, getting its color ( )2 2 2, ,clrCurrent R G B  from original 

RGB  image. The distance between clrHair  and clrCurrent  is calculated, marked as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 21 2 1 2 1 2

1 1 1 1 1 1

1
255 3

R R G G B B R R G G B BR R G G B B
s

R R G G B B

− + − ⋅ − ⋅ − + − ⋅ −⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅= − +
⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅

 (1)

When s  is less than the given threshold, it is judged to be the edge point of the hair. Otherwise, the 
current edge point is eliminated. The vision effect of these processing methods can be shown as follows: 

 

                         
            (a)                           (b)                          (c) 

Fig. 1. The edge detection of the given positive 2D hair 

4   Multi Triangle Mesh and Pixel Depth 

In the last section the 2D hair image edge detection is realized, which provides a texture reference for the 3D 
virtual hair. However, as shown in figure 1, the edge detection is not able to maintain the full continuity of the 
edge, and cannot obtain the texture information from the 2D hair. According to the 2D hair edge information the 
points are set in the corresponding position of the source hair image, and the multi triangle mesh is connected 
using the given points set. In order to cover the main 2D hair texture region the mesh points are adjusted.  
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The multi triangle mesh effect occurs when the vertex position of a certain sub-triangle changes, the internal 
pixels will change accordingly, so the local 2D hair image deformation is realized. Figure 2 shows the 
conversion between the triangular vector coordinate the Descartes coordinate: 

 
                (a)                                            (b) 

Fig. 2. Triangular-Cartesian coordinates system transform 

As shown in figure 2, according to the law of parallel quadrilateral, there is AP AD AE= +
  

, assuming  

AE
u

AC
=

 , 

AD
v

AB
=

  as the triangular coordinate of point P  inside the ABCΔ , we can obtain: 

AP u AC v AB= ⋅ + ⋅
  

 (2)

The left side and right side of equation (2) respectively, multiply AB


 and AC


: 

AP AB u AC AB v AB AB

AP AC u AC AC v AB AC

 ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅


⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅

     
       (3)

Solving simultaneous equations (3): 

( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( )

AP AB AB AC AP AC AB AB
u

AC AB AB AC AC AC AB AB

AP AB AC AC AP AC AC AB
v

AC AB AB AC AC AC

⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅
=

⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅

⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅
=

⋅ ⋅ − ⋅

       

       

       

     ( )( )AB AB








⋅
  

 (4)

Using the triangular coordinate u  and v , the formula for calculating the Cartesian coordinate is:  

( ),x yP P P A u AC v AB= + ⋅ + ⋅
 

 (5)

As shown in figure 2 when the ABCΔ  shape is changed to ''' CBAΔ  the triangular coordinate values of 
the points both inside and on the side of the given triangle will not change while the Cartesian coordinate values 

change. The triangular coordinates of point P  and point 'P  are the same as formula (5), which can be used to 
calculate the different Cartesian coordinates. The positive side of the 2D hair image can be locally deformed by 
applying these formulas. 

However, because the user only provides a single positive 2D photo, which only contains the front half part 
texture of the given hair image, the back half part of the 3D hair is completely without texture support. We 
assume that the 3D shape of the back part of the hairstyle is expressed in accord with the ellipsoidal head-form. 

The multi triangle mesh is extended, such as taking the back half part of the ellipsoidal depth value less than zO , 

and mirror mapping the mesh of the front half part to the back of the virtual 3D head-form. The remaining 2D 
points are randomly completed within the elliptical interface.  

According to the third section in this paper the 3D coordinate of the elliptical center point is 

( ), ,x y zO O O O , and the tree axis parameters are xR , yR , and zR . Setting a certain point ( )yx PPP ,  of 

the 2D hair texture, according the formula of ellipsoid: 

A 

B 

C 

P 
D 

E A’ 

B’ 

C’ 

P’ 

E’ 

D’ 
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22 2

1y yx x z z

x y z

P OP O P O

R R R

 −   − −+ + =            

(6)

The corresponding depth coordinate value zP  can be calculated. Traversing all pixels of the 2D hair texture 

inside the edge contour, according to the front and back sides of the given two multi triangle mesh, the 
preliminary 3D hair-style can be obtained by combining with the depth value. 

5   The Refinement of the 3D Hair Strips 

The above methods obtain the preliminary virtual 3D hair with stereo vision effect. The texture of the 
preliminary virtual 3D hair reflects the hair style image of the given human positive photo. The three-
dimensional shape of the preliminary virtual 3D hair meets the ellipsoidal head form. However, common human 
hair has a real sense of vision effect and is not a single smooth surface, but has hair strips in multiple levels. 
These multiple hair strips include shape characteristics from attachment to the scalp, uneven surface thickness, 
irregular hair strips detail distributions and so on. 

Given a two-dimensional photo, the human eyes can easily discern the different depth levels in the hair 
texture details. However in computer graphics, the depth information cannot be extracted from a single two-
dimensional photo. The hair strips can be simplified into many three-dimensional space curves. To achieve a 
more realistic vision effect, detailed 3D hair strip refinement methods can be realized as follows: 

(1). Adjusting low thresh value and high thresh value of the Canny operator, and using methods shown in 
chapter 3 to obtain more edge information inside the multi-triangular mesh, which can reflect the detailed 
changes in the two dimensional hair texture; 

(2). Using a label map the same size as the original two-dimensional photo and initializing all data with ‘0’, 
then marking all edge points as ‘1’; 

(3). For each point marked as ‘1’, traversing three directions such as down, down-left, down-right in its eight-
neighborhood, when meeting ‘1’, changing it to ‘2’, then recording its 3D coordinates in an array named 

1Array ; 

(4). Assuming that 1Array  has N 3D coordinates, in order to make these hair strips continuity, every 
6

N
 

key shape-points of 3D coordinates should be get from 1Array  together with the start 3D coordinates, were 

restored in a new array named 2Array ; 

(5). By now, there are 7 coordinates in 1Array , which can be used as shape-points of the relevant B-Spline 

functions [13][14][15] to adjust the shape of the single hair strip; 
(6). With the next point marked as ‘1’, repeat from step (3). Jump over step (4) and step (5) when meeting ‘2’, 

and then repeat from step (3) again; 
(7). The processing ends when there is no point marked as ‘1’ in the label map. 
The whole processing from 2D positive photo to virtual 3D hair with strips is shown as below: 
 

             
            (a)                   (b)                    (c)                    (d) 

Fig. 3. Whole processing from 2D positive photo to virtual 3D hair 

From Fig. 3 we can see the whole process from 2D positive photo to virtual 3D hair. Fig. 3(b) shows the hair 
edge image of Fig. 3(a), which indicates the change in texture of the given hair. From Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d), we 
can see that the 3D hair with many hair strips has the same positive texture image as Fig. 3(a). Furthermore, 3D 
hair observed from multiple perspectives is shown in Fig. 4. 
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            (a)                   (b)                    (c)                      (d) 

Fig. 4. 3D Hair observed from multiple perspectives 

In comparison with previous papers [9][12], we used only a positive 2D human picture rather than multiple 
view hair capture or Kinect sensors and DSLR cameras to obtain the whole 3D hair. We also used very few 
manual operations during the proposed method (only in triangle mesh adjusting). It has to be pointed out that the 
whole back half of the 3D hair was created with no image support and created totally from the information from 
the front half of model. 

6   Conclusion 

 
We proposed a method for reconstructing 3D hair from a given 2D human positive photo. The Canny operator 
together with region hair color is used to detect the edge contour of the hair image. The tree axis parameters of 
the ellipsoid head model are then calculated to support such hair. The preliminary 3D hair is obtained using two 
positive and negative multiple triangle mesh sets. The preliminary 3D hair refinement is applied using a label 
map algorithm together with the relevant B-spline functions. The final 3D hair is then obtained with multi-level 
hair strips. The experimental results show that only a single positive photo is needed by the proposed method, 
which can obtain virtual 3D hair with realistic photo visualization using very few manual operations. 

Our method is however only suitable for the positive covered hair condition and focuses on reducing the 
number of manual operations and hair strips rather than beautiful visualization. We will continue to improve this 
method in future research.  
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